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WHAT’S NEW?
SPEED UP WITH
THE PUMA ORBITER

ened with phytonutrient dense superfoods.
These ingredients include lucuma, maca root,
cinnamon, fermented maize crystals, monk fruit,
and vanilla beans, resulting in Macalat’s gentle
caramel-like sweetness. The addition of mineral
rich andes pink salt strikes a subtle streak of toffee, while the organic mushroom mycelium mitigates the last bit of bitter in the finish.
Zero sugar and net carbs make Macalat an
ideal dark chocolate for today’s consumers, as

Built on the fundamentals of a great running
shoe, the Puma Speed Orbiter is the pinnacle
performance running style. The essentials you
expect—cushioning and responsiveness—
combine to form Puma’s street-shattering hybrid foam for instant cushioning and responsiveness. With an engineered knitted upper that

Men’s and
Women’s
Speed Orbiter
Running Shoes
creates a sock-like feel and 3D-engineered
propulsion plate that offers a reflex toe-off to
propel you faster, Speed Orbiter is fully stacked
with everything you need to go the distance—
while looking good, of course. Additionally, the
full lace closure provides a secure, personalized fit, while the performance outsole rubber
offers maximum traction and durability.
The men’s Speed Orbiter Running Shoe comes
in Black-NRGY Red-Yellow, High Rise-Blue
Turquoise, Dark Denim-Lava Blast-White, and
Black-Yellow Alert-White. Color choices for the
women’s shoe are White-YellowAlert-FizzyOrang, Black-Pink Alert-Green, Black-RedMilky Blue-White, and Puma White-Yellow Alert.
Visit puma.com for more information and to
view their collections.

THIS COFFEE WILL
MAKE A DIFFERENCE
The name says it all, and discernable coffee
drinkers certainly notice the difference. Difference Coffee Company selects the finest beans
on the planet—sourced from legendary estates,
rare varietals, and coffee competitions—and expertly hand roasts them for maximum flavor and
sweetness, not too bitter and not too sour.
Similar to wine, Arabica coffee is graded using a 100 point system. Only licensed judges,
known as Q Graders, can score coffee based
on attributes such as flavor, aroma, aftertaste,

Difference Coffee
etc. The tastiest, scoring 80 points or higher,
are deemed “Specialty Grade,” and represent
just 1% of the world’s total coffee production.
You’ll find this exclusive brand in 30 Michelin-
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starred restaurants and 24 luxury hotels around
the world, including the Four Seasons, The Dorchester, and The Ritz. For the convenience of the
home user, these champion beans are packaged
in capsules to retain freshness, avoid loss of flavors due to degassing and oxidizing of the beans,
and ensure a perfectly balanced extraction.The
pods are compatible with the Nespresso system.
Difference Coffees are extremely limited in
supply and are sold by strict allocation through
a dedicated online boutique to members of the
Difference Coffee Club. Collections include Jamaica Blue Mountain, Hawaii Kona Champion,
Panama Geisha, and several others. For more
information, visit differencecoffee.com.

COME OVER TO
THE “DARK” SIDE
Macalat Organic Keto Dark Chocolate is a
game-changer for those who are serious about
the quality of their cacao and want real, nutrientdense food with no sugar and/or hidden sugars—nor anything artificial to take their place.
Made with Peruvian heirloom cacao, the Macalat elixir is stone ground, balanced, and sweet-

Macalat Organic Keto Dark Chocolate
it is formulated for those on Keto, Paleo, Atkins,
South Beach, and other sugar free diets. Macalat also is certified organic and is GMO, soy,
gluten, and bitter free.

HANG A SPACE HEATER
ON YOUR WALL? INDEED!
Say goodbye to dangerous space heaters
and hello to the next generation of energy-efficient home-heating patented nanotechnology

Toasting the New Year in Style
Centered in the heart
of the Lodi appellation,
Twisted Roots is the
work of three generations dedicated to
growing wine grapes
following sustainable
practices. While the
vineyard was established in 1918, it wasn’t
until 2005 that the family began producing
their own wine. The
commitment to handcrafted, small-lot wineTwisted Roots Brut
making allows Twisted
Roots to showcase the Rosé and Hard Cider
grape flavors. Brut
Rosé is a sparkling wine made from 100% Pinot
Noir grapes. With notes of strawberry on the
nose, followed by tart cherry on the palate, the
wine has the perfect amount of bubbles.
Chardonnay, crafted in a Chablis style, is aged in
half neutral oak and half stainless steel, and has
hints of vanilla, almonds, and pear. Their flagship
Petite Sirah offers a subtle nose of berry and
plum, followed by a smooth finish. Hard Cider is
lightly carbonated, low in sugar, and full of apple
flavor. Made only with eating apples, it has just a
hint of natural sweetness.
Late in the 18th century, Master Distiller Basil

Hayden, Sr. left his Maryland home for the
greener pastures of Kentucky. Legend has it
that he set out to make a batch of bourbon using the ingredients he had on hand, unaware
he wasn’t following the traditional rules. More
than 200 years later, the Noe family pays tribute to his masterful discovery with a high-rye,
small batch bourbon that embodies the spirit of
that very first recipe. Basil Hayden’s 10-Year
Old Bourbon is a special, extra-aged limited offering that features the high-rye recipe amplified by longer aging in American Oak barrels to offer an
additional layer of complexity
to an already distinctive
whiskey. At 80 proof, the
trademark spice shines
through as the perfect complement to the caramel
sweetness and wood flavors.
When Prohibition was lifted
in 1933, bourbon makers had
to start from scratch. While
traditional whiskey takes
years to make, distillers had
to rush the process to meet
the demand and began selling barrels that had hardly
been aged, resulting in a soft- Basil Hayden’s
er, mild flavor. More than 25
10-Year Old
years ago, master distiller
Bourbon
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plug in, and turn on. It starts generating heat in
just 30 seconds; saves on heating bills by only
heating the room you’re using; has an auto
safety shut-off that prevents overheating; is
safe to the touch; is completely silent, with no
noisy fan; is healthy, as it keeps moisture in the
air; is compact (poster size 40" x 22"); and can
be rolled up for easy storage.

DIAMONDS ARE A
CHEF’S BEST FRIEND
It’s hard to imagine cooking without a quality
nonstick pan and we must admit that we are

Invroheat’s Wall-hanging
Infrared Room Heater
with Invroheat. Its Infrared Room Heater is
decorative wall art that also is a safe and energy-efficient way to warm your space—no more
bulky space heaters that take up floor space or
get knocked over.
Infrared is radiant heat, the same as the feeling of warmth from the sun on your face and or
the heat from a coal fire. This has been favored
for millennia because it heats objects, which
then radiate back and keep the environment
around you warm.
Invroheat’s Wall-hanging Infrared Room Heater, which stylishly adds a decorative touch to
any space, is economical, safe, and easy to install—no assembly required; simply hang up,

Booker Noe created
Knob Creek, a full-flavored whiskey aged in
maximum-char barrels
for natural sweetness
and bottled at a balanced 100 proof. Recently launched is the
newest bourbon to join
the brand’s award-winning portfolio, Knob
Creek Quarter Oak. This
limited-time release features a portion of Knob
Creek Kentucky Straight
Bourbon Whiskey finKnob Creek
ished for a minimum of
Quarter Oak
four years in quarter
cask barrels to increase the amount of contact
between the whiskey and wood, creating richer
notes of oak. After the second barreling process, this unique whiskey was reintroduced to
Straight Bourbon, resulting in a harmonious
balance of oak flavors with traditional sweet
notes.
Booker’s Batch 2019-03 is the third release of
the 2019 Booker’s Batch collection and honors
6th generation Master Distiller Booker Noe’s love
for the art of curing—and tasting—country
hams. (His grandfather Jim Beam would age
ham inside his own smokehouse.) Like all batches of Booker’s Bourbon, Booker’s Country Ham
was selected by Fred Noe to ensure it upholds
the qualities and standards that fans of the
brand have come to know and love. At 124.7
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say that diamonds are a chef’s best friend.
As the hardest material known to man, diamonds give the coating additional strength and
longevity, and they are four times more conductive than copper. This helps to distribute heat
evenly across the surface of the pan. Food will
brown in the pan, much like in stainless steel,
and create a beautiful fond for making gravy.
With intrinsic nonstick properties, diamonds
give the coating outstanding nonstick release
properties. This also helps make cleanup a
breeze. This superior surface means that little
to no oil is necessary for cooking, allowing us
to create lighter and healthier meals.
The XD 11" Fry Pan ($99.95) is our go-to pan for
everything from scrambled eggs to pork chops.
The extra-thick, cast aluminum body features a
perfectly flat base for even heat distribution. It has
a rivet-free surface and is completely PFOA-free,
so we don’t worry about toxic chemicals being
emitted into our food. The pan is as perfect for
searing meat and finishing in the oven (it’s oven
safe up to 500°F) as it is for sautéing vegetables.
For more information, including videos and
recipes, and to view their extensive line, visit
swissdiamond.com.

SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS
WILL SUPPLY THE EATS
Swiss Diamond XD 11” Fry Pan
spoiled by our Swiss Diamond cookware. With
a revolutionary coating of up to 240,000 real
diamond crystals on each pan, we truly can

proof, Booker’s
Country Ham is aged
6 years, 4 months,
and 2 days, and offers a sweet aroma
with a subtle hint of
vanilla mingled with
brown sugar notes.
Each year, Laphroaig Distillery Manager John Campbell
crafts a limited-edition
malt to celebrate
friendship. The latest

Laphroaig
Cairdeas Triple
Wood Cask
Strength

Booker’s Country Ham

release, Laphroaig Cairdeas
Triple Wood Cask Strength is
a triple maturation: first matured in ex-bourbon barrels,
then in smaller quarter
casks, and finished in European oak cask that previously housed Oloroso sherry,
giving the expression a
sweet and smooth finish. It
then is barrier filtered and
bottled at cask strength to
create a punchy dram with
Laphroaig’s signature richness of flavor and smoky
taste. At 119 proof, the fullbodied Scotch has a sweet
and long finish, with caramel
and spicy buttery fudge.

If you agree that there’s nothing more enticing than the smell of freshly popped popcorn,
imagine popping your favorite
snack in a Nickelodeon SpongeBob SquarePants Mini Stir Popcorn Popper. It’s as simple as
placing oil and kernels into the
nonstick heating base—measuring cups included—and in
minutes, you’ll have six to eight
cups of tempting deliciousness.
The lid doubles as a serving
bowl and you can add melted
butter, salt, and/or your favorite
seasonings. Then, you’d better
Mini Stir
stand back in anticipation of the
Popcorn Popper
crowd that inevitably will come
running.
If you’re looking to create something more
substantial with your favorite fry cook, the
SpongeBob SquarePants 7 Quart Slow Cooker
will add “character” to your kitchen. In vibrant
yellow and adorned with the goofy faces of this
well-loved personality, this slow cooker makes it

7 Quart Slow Cooker
easy to prepare a wide range of menu items,
from hearty meals and stews to desserts. Its
oval shape maximizes cooking space, and the
removable stoneware insert is dishwasher safe
and lifts out for easy cleaning. It has an adjustable temperature control that includes a setting to keep food warm for serving at the optimal temperature.
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WHAT’S NEW?
KIDS “STEER” THEIR WAY
TO HIGHWAY FUN
While learning to drive may be a rite of passage for most teens, younger kids can take the
wheel and pretend to drive the like pros with
the NASCAR Adventure Force Shake N’ Steer
($19.97). For more than 70 years, drivers have
been reaching speeds greater than 200 mph in
NASCAR races, and budding fans will enjoy
the excitement as well—whether taking to the
track at home or driving along from the back
seat of your car.
This interactive steering wheel reacts to the

NASCAR Adventure Force Shake N’ Steer
driver’s movements and features realistic speech
and sound effects, a light up interactive display,
and vibration feedback. Racers can decide
when to use max horsepower or take a pit stop.
There’s even a headphone button to hear from
the pit crew.
For ages three and up, the Shake N’ Steer is
available at Walmart.

TOY STORY 4 LASER TAG
BLASTERS . . . WOW!
The popularity of Disney Pixar’s Toy Story
franchise continues to grow, and we would
challenge anyone who doesn’t agree that Toy
Story Midway Mania! is the best attraction at
the Disney parks. We’ve ridden that ride dozens of times and—from the youngest to the
oldest of us—it never disappoints. In fact, it gets
better with every turn.
That’s why we really are enjoying the Toy Story 4 Laser Tag Blasters. This two-player set is
designed for ages 5 and up, and has a range of
up to 100 feet. It has an infrared beam and hit
sensor that tracks and registers hits. Shots can

Toy Story 4 Laser Tag Blaster
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there’s nothing quite like monster play
From party games to kids toys, strategy games,
and preschool toys, PlayMonster really has
something for everyone. Believing in the power
of play to make a positive difference in people’s lives, PlayMonster delivers great play value
by designing innovative
and fun products.
My Fairy Garden is the
first of its
kind: a toy
My Fairy
that’s also a
Garden
real, live garden. Children
love kits that
allow them to
grow plants at
home; it gives
them a connection to nature and a sense of satisfaction at having nurtured a living thing. My
Fairy Garden allows kids to interact with it as
part of an enchanting playset. The Nature Cottage ($24.99) is a charming flowerpot where the
fairy Isla lives. Using the included seeds, youngsters can grow a real garden on top and add water to make a peaceful stream. The excess water
trickling down into the water barrel can be used
to water their garden. There’s an adorable bug
house that offers shelter for sweet ladybugs, and
a whimsical wind spinner adds to the décor. The

be detected from a full 180 degrees. Three firing modes—Phaser Blast, Post Laser, and
Mega Blaster—each with its own strengths and
weaknesses in terms of damage, range, and
reload time, let you play your strongest game.
Plus, each blaster has a Secret Weapon button
to be used for maximum power for the ultimate
attack. No extra equipment is required, and additional units can be used to extend game play.

PAW PATROL MARSHALL
HEADPHONES SOUND OFF
As young children tend to watch their favorite
shows or listen to the same music over and
over again, we often find ourselves handing
them their headphones, if
only to preserve our sanity.
Of course, we know we
have to be careful to protect their hearing and
little ones don’t always
understand why they
can’t listen at full
volume.
We love Nickelodeon’s Paw Patrol Marshall Headphones for just that
reason. The unit
from Spin Master
comes equipped
Nickelodeon’s
with an adjustable
Paw Patrol Marshall
volume limiter to
Headphones
provide a safe and
optimal listening experience for our kids. They
connect to any audio device and provide a
chart showing the recommended volume levels
for iOS and android devices.
The kids love the headphones because . . .
well, they love everything Paw Patrol. They feature an adjustable red headband with the fire

back swings open for extra play space and the
set has a bridge that can connect multiple My
Fairy Garden playsets to create a fairy village.
Children will have endless fun
tending to their garden and
playing with Isla and her tea
set. The Nature Cottage contains everything needed to
grow a magical garden, including tools, seeds, and
seed starter.
Kids can discover the
physics behind the fun
and build an amazing
marble machine with the
Marbleocity 4-Bar Link
Marbleocity
Maker Kit ($24.99). Us4-Bar Link Maker Kit
ing dynamic model kits
that are made of real
wood, Marbleocity introduces engineering and
physics concepts to build a showpiece-quality kinetic sculpture that really works. Each kit contains a comic that teaches a STEM (Science,
Technology, Engineering, Math) lesson, which is
reinforced through the construction of the model.
The 4-Bar Link Maker Kit is designed for beginners (ages 9+) and should take approximately
an hour to construct. The child then can use the
hand crank to watch the marbles ascend and
then flip-flop down again. The Kit can connect to

emblem on the ear cups, and Marshall’s ears
on the sides. Additionally, they have comfortable pivoting ear cushions and offer great
stereo sound.

LOAD UP YOUR
ARSENAL WITH X-SHOT
The excitement of laser tag can be experienced at home with Zuro’s X-Shot Laser360°.
Utilizing innovative technology embedded in
the goggles, multiple sensors create a 360° infrared halo around opponents, allowing players
to hit their targets from any direction. Children
and adults will enjoy realistic laser battles with
this set, which includes two laser blasters and
two multi-sensor 360° goggles. An unlimited
number of players can be split into up to four
teams, and the laser blasts can reach up to
180 feet. The blasters include life indicators and
laser sound effects and require six AAA batteries.
If your weapon of choice uses foam darts instead of lasers, X-Shot has a large arsenal to
choose from. From the limited edition Ninja series, the Justice set includes 12 attachable parts
that allow players to customize their own ultimate blaster. The pack comes with 48 darts,

Zuro’s X-Shot Laser360°.
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imaginations and senses. It
up to three other models to
comes apart easily for cleaning
expand the fun.
and drying.
Automoblox is a highMy Singing Monsters, the critiquality line of buildable and
cally-acclaimed mobile game, exmixable vehicles that repplores rich, intriguing worlds as
resents an innovative reinplayers breed and feed singing
vention of the classic
Automoblox Mini C11
monsters to build unique
wooden toy car. A popular
Nebulous Sedan
melodies. Now, that game has
favorite because of its
come to life in a line of harmonizing collectible
imaginative play, creativity, and collectability—the
musical figures that sing alone and in sync with
more vehicles kids collect, the more customizing
one another just as they do in the game. This
they can do. As a plus, they are fun to race. The
unique and impressive technology adds to the
AutomobloxMini Series Cars ($11.99 each) have
idea that not only can monsters come alive, but
a new universal connector system that enables
they know their part in the song and exactly
the rapid interchange
of parts, further accentuating the fun factor of
creating different car
styles; plus they can be
mixed and matched
with the Micro vehicles
($4.99 each).
The MolukPluïRainball ($13.99) is a gentle water toy that is
My Singing Monsters
guaranteed to add
when to join in. The more My Singing Monsters
plenty of fun in the
($12.99) you collect, the more complete the Plant
bathtub or swimming
MolukPluïRainball
Island song becomes. Each colorful, detailed
pool. Just immerse it in
monster is lightly articulated to have even more
water to fill and then let it rain. The flow of water
personality and comes with one of their favorite
is controlled by sealing or opening the top nozaccessories from the mobile game.
zle with the tip of your finger. Kids will have a
For more information and to view PlayMonball and playfully learn about basic physical
ster’s extensive catalog, visit playmonster.com.
principles. Pluï arouses curiosity and stimulates

two dart clips, and three target practice cans.
The Quick Scope features Break ’n Load action and has an attachable scope so players can
take on targets outside of close combat range
with extreme accuracy and power. The 4-dart
storage on the stock has an integrated recoil-action when the blaster is triggered. It comes with
12 foam darts and three practice cans.
The No Rez comes with eight darts and features a rotating barrel, tactile grip, and rapid
fire trigger.
The blasters in this series shoot up to 90
feet and each contains an official high-quality
X-Shot Ninja Dog-Tag. For more information,
visit x-shot.com.

SHINE ON HARVEST MOON
. . . JUMANJI JEWELS
In the latest release from Natsume’s wellloved franchise, Harvest Moon Mad Dash
combines the classic harvesting and farming
that players enjoy with challenging and fun multi-player games. While keeping with the tradition
of bringing nonviolent, family-friendly titles that
the series is
known for, this
fast-paced
game allows
fans to go solo
or take along
a few friends
as they fulfill
orders to complete each level. Things may
start out easy
but, of course,
obstacles
await. Success depends
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on quick decisionmaking and good communication. The game, which is available on the
Nintendo Switch and PS4, is rated E for Everyone.
Unite in adventure and laughter in the actionpacked game of Jumanji, as you try to survive
the ultimate
challenge for
those seeking
to leave their
world behind.
Only you and
three teammates can recover the jewels and save
Jumanji.
There’s an
army of evil
marauders to
take on, deadly beasts and
traps to
dodge, and cool customizations to unlock. With
movie heroes Dr. Bravestone, Ruby, Mouse,
and Prof. Oberon as your avatars, you can use
their unique abilities (and hilarious failings) to
save the day. The game includes beautiful but
deadly new mountain, city, and jungle environments. No two rounds are ever the same. Available on Steam (PC), Switch, PS4, and Xbox
One, the game is rated T for Teen.

BOXED WARRIORS HAVE
GOT THEIR GRUMP ON
The greatest warriors throughout space and
time have been plucked from their battlefields,
miniaturized, and boxed. Now on Earth, they’re
grumpy, dysfunctional, and ready to fight.
Open your box to see which warrior will rise.
Unveil their weapons and reveal their strengths,

Boxed Warriors
weaknesses, and secret alliance. There are 13
warriors to collect, including the rare Golden
Sir Bashalot.
Boxed Warriors ($12.99) are recommended
for ages 3+.

OLD-SCHOOL FUN WITH
BACKGAMMON BABY
Our devices have become such an extension
of ourselves, it’s hard to remember how we ever
got by without them. Though many of us draw
the line at the dinner table, everywhere you look
people are staring into their phones; wandering
the supermarkets with earbuds in, seemingly
talking to themselves; every minute of down time
is a perfect opportunity to search for something.
Backgammon Baby aims to change that and
is on a mission to bring back that old-school
feel of the live connection between people as
they strategize through the world’s oldest board
game. Dating back nearly 5,000 years—its origins can be traced to modern-day Iraq—backgammon is a classic game that requires equal
parts skill, strategy, and, of course, luck.

Backgammon Baby
With Classic, Professional, and Tournament
sets, all boards are made with a cushioned
playing field, stitched points, and soft vegan
colorful leather. Each is adorned with chrome
buckles, resin-made checkers, and solid dice
for fair rolls. Designs include Blue Jean, with a
groovy-looking denim flair; Sundae Delight,
complete with ice cream cone points; and the
mesmerizing Funkytown. They also offer Roll
Up versions convenient for travel.
The games are priced from $129 to $429.
Visit www.backgammonbaby.com for more information.
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